An analytical dosimetry model as a step towards accounting for inhomogeneities and bounded geometries in 192Ir brachytherapy treatment planning.
A simple analytical dose rate calculation model based on primary and scatter separation that treats 192Ir as a monoenergetic source by use of appropriate attenuation and mass energy absorption coefficients is documented for accurate dosimetry in water. This model is then generalized and tested for use in any homogeneous tissue material of radiobiological interest using scatter to primary ratios calculated in water with a material density scaling to account for the difference in the scattering properties of these materials and water. The potential of the analytical model for predicting the effect of the interference of an inhomogeneity is then evaluated by comparison with corresponding Monte Carlo calculations. It is found that regardless of the inhomogeneity dimensions and position relative to the source, the model is capable of increased accuracy (better than 2%) in calculating the primary dose rate at any point not only for low-Z tissue materials but also for high-Z shielding materials where a severe hardening of the primary photons occurs. Overall, for low-Z tissue inhomogeneities the proposed model succeeds in correcting dosimetry results towards the right direction compared to commercial treatment planning systems that currently ignore the effect of phantom dimensions and inhomogeneity interference. Regarding high-Z shielding materials the proposed model accurately predicts the dose reduction just beyond the inhomogeneity (for example it predicts a dose reduction of 47% just behind a tungsten alloy cylinder of 1 cm diameter and 2 mm thickness placed at 1.4 cm away from an 192Ir source, in agreement with corresponding results in the literature) but does not account for the increasing contribution of the laterally scattered photons with increasing distance from the bounded inhomogeneity.